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MDR Essentials
Stop attackers in their tracks with 24/7/365 
expert-managed detection and response

Today, securing your organization is harder than ever. With the growth of remote 
workforces and increased reliance on third parties, the attack surface continues 
to get larger and more porous. Defending against relentless attackers requires 
specialized expertise, costly technology, and constant vigilance.  

Deepwatch helps secure organizations by finding and stopping cyber-attacks 
using its automated cloud-native SOC platform, backed by a world-class team 
of security experts who monitor, detect, and respond to threats 24/7/365. 

With Deepwatch, gain peace of mind that your business is continuously 
protected by the industry-leading detection platform backed 24/7/365  
by a team of expert analysts.

Designed to meet the needs of small and mid-sized organizations, Deepwatch MDR Essentials 
provides the critical detection and response capabilities that enable even the smallest security 
team to effectively and efficiently protect your organization-wherever they may be. With MDR 
Essentials, gain the round-the-clock security of an always-on SOC managed by a team of 
security experts — for less than the cost of hiring one analyst.

Deepwatch Managed Detection and Response (MDR) Essentials gives you an affordable 
solution to build the security operations program you deserve. In minutes you’ll be set up 
and getting the protection of an expert-staffed, best-in-class SOC.

Why deepwatch

MDR ESSENTIALS OVERVIEW



 İ 24/7/365 managed security

 İ SOC, SIEM, and email security for less than  
the cost of hiring a security analyst

 İ Advanced email protection to stop ransomware attacks

 İ Ready-to-launch

 İ Fast, easy set-up

 İ Cloud security platform integrated with  
best-in-class security technologies

Learn more at deepwatch.com/mdr-essentials or contact us at deepwatch.com/contact.

MDR ESSENTIALS AT A GLANCE

ABOUT DEEPWATCH

Deepwatch helps secure the digital economy by protecting and defending 
enterprise networks, everywhere, every day. Deepwatch security experts use 
award-winning SOC technology to monitor, detect, and respond to threats 
on customers’ digital assets 24/7/365. With security services in managed 
detection and response, endpoint security, vulnerability management, 
and firewall management, Deepwatch extends security teams with expert 
monitoring around the clock, and improves cybersecurity posture with its 
patented Security Maturity Model. Many of the world’s leading brands rely on 
Deepwatch’s award-winning managed detection and response services.

CONTACT US

7800 E Union Ave, Suite 900, Denver, CO 80237 
855.303.3033

deepwatch.com

— deepwatch MDR Essentials customer

Realize immediate ROI with fast, easy deployment

  Get up and running in under an hour  
with effortless set-up

  No additional hardware or consulting required

  Integrates with leading technologies

Increase Email Security

  Prevent phishing attacks, a top threat vector for ransomware

  Stop malicious attachments from reaching user inboxes

  Quarantine suspicious emails

Expand Visibility

  Ingest data from leading technologies including Microsoft

  Proactively address security events and stop threats

  Expertly managed using best in class technology

Extend Your Team with Expert-Led MDR

  Secure Your Environment with 24/7/365 Network Monitoring

  Track Alerts in Case Management Dashboards

  Reduce time to Detect and Respond with expert  
guidance and support

Benefits of MDR Essentials

Now I have the 24/7/365 SOC 
coverage I need using the budget 

I have right now.


